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SPECIAL FEATURES
FOR MKOjjjC FAIR

A Program of Attractions for
Each Night.

THE FORMAL OPENING

The MilitaryNight, Commandery Nigh*, Mystic

Shrine Nigh’.—The Donors and Their

Gifts —-Why Fair is

Held.

The management of the Masonic Fair

has arranged for many special features

at stated times during the two weeks that

the Fair will be open.

The Military Night will be all that its

name indicates, and on that occasion there

will be, without doubt, at the Fair local

troops in uniform, with the manual of

arms and some military manoeuvering,

calculated to impress upon the people the

expertness of our soldiers in the details
which go to make up their general effi-
ciency.

on Commandery Night the Knights
Templar will, of course, appear in a oody

m uniiorm. W ith them will be the Right
Eminent Grand Commander, Sir James
K. Norfleet and his staff, and our especial
visitor that night will be Right Eminent

Grand Commander, Sir Arthur MacArthur,

of New York- The people have seen too

little of the Knights Templar, and this
night will give them enlightment.

When the Mystic Shrine appears some-

thing may be expected to give a clearer
idea than we have now- of what the Shrine
is, who the Shriners are, and what they
are capable of. It is known in a general
way that they are grand entertainers
among themselves on their festive occa-

sions. On their night they will demon-

strate that 'they are men liberal in idea
and generous in practice.

But it is too early to make announce-
ment of details. These will appear when
time has been given to arrange the min-
utiae of the special programmes, and these

will be given to the public as soon as they

are arranged, and in ample time to pre-

pare to see them.
The nights of the Fair, and the bodies

which will have charge under the Fsir
Association, together with the special
nights, are as follows:

Monday, October 12th—Grand Lodge.

Grand Master Clark introduces the Presi-
dent of the Fair, Governor Charles B.
Aycoek, and other distinguished speak-
ers.

Tuesday, Oct. 13th—Blue Lodge.

Wednesday, Oct. 14th—Junion Order U.
A. M. and Knights of Pythias.

Thursday, Oct. 15th. Odd Fellows and

military companies.
Friday, Oct. 16th—Elks and Red Men.
Saturday, Oct. 17th—American Feder-

ation of Labor.
Monday, Oct. 19—College Night.
Tuesday, Oct. 20th—Johnston County

Day.
Wednesday, Oct. 21st —Chapter.
Thursday, Oct. 22nd —Commandery.

Friday, Oct. 23rd—Shrine.
Saturday, Oct. 24.—G00d Night.
Generally, it may be said that the Fair

will be a brilliant scene, with ample scope

for enjoyment every night. The booths
will be brilliant with decorations and
bright with their display of articles. The
suppers served will appeal to the finest
taste, and will be* substantial, too.

For music, a first class orchestra has

been engaged. As a rendezvous where
reunions may happen, it will naturally
lead to many informal groupings of old
time friends, for in these gatherings
many will come from out of town, and
not a few unexpected, but not the less
happy meetings will occur.

All the indications are that the Fair
will be as acceptable in its outcome in
a social, as in a business sense.

THE OPENING NIGHT.
The formal opening of the Fair will in-

volve no elaborate ceremonial and will
consume little time; yet it would not be
appropriate that an undertaking of such
magnitude should be without some for-
mality.

On Monday evening, October 12th, Most
Worshipful H. I. Clark, Grand Master of

I Masons in the State, will be present, and

j will introduce the President of t lie Fair,
; Governor Charles B. Ayeock, who will
declare the Fair open.

Vv’bile this ceremonial will be exceed-
ingly simple, it is expected with reason
that the scene will be a brilliant one, and

: cne full of promise for a bright outcome
to the long labor of preparation. It has
been arduous labor, involving a tremen-
dous amount of detaij— more than would
be required to prepare for the opening of
several business enterprises. It has re-
quired, as any of the committee can tes-
tify, conscientious and hard work, and

not a little thought. By any one of pene-
trating mind, the energy demanded to
reach this result will be seen in the
surroundings. Therq are goods of nearly

j every imaginable character, collected
from hundreds of different sources. All
of these goods were drawn from nearly
a * many donors as there are kinds, of
articles. Few general stores of the largest
capacity and the most comprehensive
character, contain as much in quantity
or as great a diversity. Thus, when
viewed intelligently, the work speaks
largely for itself. And it sppaks, too, for
the motive behind it, for without such a
motive it could not have been done.

It is, then, with ample reason, a-ked
that nothing should be undone to
make the opening night a brilliant one.
The attendance should he large, even

j though to be present demands some sac-
Continued on Tenth Page.)
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TALKS OF RADIUM
A MODERN MARVtL

¦ Dr. Charles Baskerville Gives
the History of It.

LIFT 500 TONS A WILE

The Discovsry of Such a Substance With Such

Marvelous Powers Provokes the Im-

agination of Scientific and

Practical Mer.

Dr. Charles Baskerville, the head of

the Department of Chemistry of the

State University, was in the cty yes-

terday and an interview was sought with

him concerning “Radium,” that recent

discovery which promises such wonderful
results.

Going to Dr. Baskerville was going to

headquarters on the subject, lor he has

done most of the American work on

‘‘Radium,” and he very kindly an-

swered the reporters who sought infor-

mation for himself and the world. The

interview tells of the wonderful properties
of this wonderful discovery.
i \*What is this radium about which
there has been more or less to say in the

press recently?”
“Nearly all great discoveries are the

outgrowth of the work ot numerous in-

vestigators. often last in gthrough a long

period of time. M. Henry, a Frenchman,

observed that zinc sulphide, one kind ol

which becomes phosphorescent in bright

light, affected a photographic plate
through paper similar to the X or Roent-
gen rays. A Russian, \l. Niewenglovski
photographed through thin aluminum
with caicium bulphide which had been

rendered phosphorescent by exposure to

sunlight.”
“Professor Becquerel while studying

the effect of these phosphorescent sub-

stances on a photographic plate through

black paper one cloudy day placed his

covered sensitive late and a uranium salt
in a dark drawer, awaiting a time when

the sun shone. By chance he developed

the plate without exposing to sunlight

and found it affected in the same manner
as if it had been exposed directly to the
sun. It was determined that uranium
gave out certain rays since called ‘ Bec-
quered rays.” This occurred in 1896 and

two years later Professor Currie and

ihis wife, Madame Sklodowska Currie, of
the Sarbonne, Paris, discovered the new

element “Polonium" in pitchblende—a
lead uranium ore. This was four times
as active as the metallic uranium ob-

tained from the same material, also call-
ed uraninite.”

“These discoveries immediately caused
a number of scientists to seek tor other
sources of substances possessing such un-

usual properties. In the same ,

dame Curie and Dr. Schmidt in Germany

observed that thorium is also radio-
active, as this property was termed by
the brilliant woman Becquerel
provided that the rays from uranium can

penetrate thin metallic screens and dis-
charge electrified bodies.

“The next year, Sir William Crookes
in England obtained a uranium compound
which was freed from its active consti-
tuent. In 1898 Baskerville in America
fraetioned thorium into parts of different
activity and Rutherford in Canada ob-
tained fro mthorium a preparation a
thousand times as strong as the original
thorium.

“The character of thes<’ r
was then studied by Elstcr and Ceitel in
Germany; Lord Kelvin in England; Ruth-

erford in Canada; Beattie in France, and

Smoluekowski in Russia. A discussion of

that work would lead me too far into
technicalities. Suffice it to say that

eventually the Curies, by working up tons

of uraninite fromßohemia and Colorado,

eventually secured compounds of the new
element, radium, which possesses such

unique properties as to cause it to be

the marvel of the Age. The chlorides and
bromides have been made which sponta-

neously give out light which perists in-

definitely as far as we know. The tem-
perature of a radium bromide preparation
of 300,00 activity (metallic uramura be-

ing taken as the standaid at one) is

about one and a half degrees Centigrade,

or sav three degrees Fahrenheit, above

the surrounding air. We might say it

•has a good fever all the time, for this

difference appears fairly constant at tem-

perature from 100 degrees C. to 200 de-

grees C., approximately the temperature

of liquid air, as recently shown.

“In their photographic and electric ef-

fects the Becquerel rays approximate the

X-rays. Both possess the faculty of pene-

trating all matter, but capacity of pene-

trutiou is very different, the latter being

the stronger, at least for the greater part

of radiations from the radium prepara-

tions. A further discussion of this would
carry me intoa somewhat involved con-

sideration of abstruse matters in
physics.”

“Doctor, you say these compounds are

at a higher temperature than the air
which surrounds them; how’s that?

“Professor Curie recently at the Royal

Institution in Loudon gave a demonstra-

tion of the truth of that statement. The

heat evolved from the purest radium salt
is sufficient to melt its own weight of
water in an hour and the radium appar-

ently has not lost one iota of its heat or

energy. Lord Kelvin recently said that

the discovery of the Beequered radiations
had placed the first question mark against

the principle of the conservation of en-
ergy. since that principle had been eunn-

ciated. Naturally; many ingenious expla- j
nations have been offered to account for
this unusual phenomenon. We need not

say anything about them, however, as j

nothing has been settled upon as satis-
factory as yet.”

“North Carolina is rich in mineral pro-

ducts; are any of these radio active sub-

stances in our State?”
“North Carolina has produced some

uraninite, but not a great amount. It

furnishes almost all of the monazite that

is used in this country and much is
shipped abroad. Thorium is extracted

from monazite and its oxide constitutes
the basis of the Welsbach mantels used

in gas lighting. The number of these

manufactured annually in this country

goes into the millions, as I was informed
by my friend, Dr. Milner, the Chemist to

the Welsbach Company.”

About how much of this radium is in
the pitchblende?”

“Well, it's hard to say. It takes 5,000
tons of uranium residues to produce on
{kilogram (2.2 pounds) of radium. T,
should say about one part in every five

million. This brings up a very interest-
ing point, namely, by means of photo-
graphic plate and certain electrical ap-
paratus, we can detect this infinitely small
amount of radium that is present in the
crude mineral. Hitherto the spectroscope

has been regarded as possibly the most
delicate instrument for the detection of
the presence of chemical elemnts. For xx-
ample, by means of the spectroscope one
part in a hundred million of strontium
can be detected; one part in eighty mil-
lions of thallium; or forty millions of
lithium. A radio active substance shows
its presence in such minute quantity that
it requires 5,000 times as much of that
amount to show at all in the spectro-
scope.”

“Is this material, present in such
small amounts, very expensive to ex-
tract?”

“The best sample that I have, which
came from the Societi Centraile des
Produits Chinique de Paris, cost S2OO.
That with which we were working in the
American Museum in New York cost a
little over $3,000 a gram. A gram, as
you know, is a little over 15 grains.”

"Is it manufactured in America at all?”
“Recently a company in Buffalo began

working certain Utah minerals, especial-
ly camatite, which contains uranium and
therium. None of their preparations are
on the market yet, as far as I am aware
of.”

“What does it look like?”
“In the daylight it has the appearance

of gray powder, part of it being slightly
crystalline like small grains of sand. I
have never placed any of the strong

radium directly upon my hand on ac-
count of the possible injury that might
result.”

“What do you mean by injury?”
"Professor Becquerel carried a small

sample of not very high grade material
in his vest pocket for a day or so. and a
sore requiring six weeks to heal formed

Prof. Becquerel carried a small sample
of notoery high grade material in his vest
pocket for a day or so and a sore re-
quiring six weeks to heal formed
on the abdomen where it had been ex-
posed to the action of the rays given off
fromv the preparation. It nas frequently
been demonstrated since then that quite
severe burns may result from the hand-
ling of radium. I have experienced a dis-
tinct tingling sensation through the whole
length of my arm after having carried
preparations of very strong radium which
were in two bottles and surrounded with
lead inside of a box. During our ex-
periments, to avoid burning, we protect-
ed our hands with sheets of lead.”

“What were your experiments?”

“Dr. George F. Kunz, the honorary
curator of gems in the American Museum
of Natural History, and gem expert for
Messrs. Tiffany & Co., invited me to. co-
operate with him in an investigation as
to the action of radium upon the gems
of the Morgan-Tiffany collection. It was
shown early in the experiments of Curie
that many diamonds phosphoresce, that
is, glow in the dark, after being exposed
to the emanations of radium. More or
Itss other investigations on the action of
radium upon small gems have been car-
ried out, but no investigations upon such
a handsome collection a$ that at our
disposal. It is probably the finest collec-
tion of gems and precious stones in the
world with the possible exception of that
of the British Museum in London. It
was made by Tiffany and Company and
bought by Mr. Pierpont Morgan and pre-
sented to the Museum. All diamonds do
not phosphoresce with radium, as we
learned by applying the test to about 2,-
000 rough and cut stones selected from
some 15,000. During the investigation on
some four or five thousand other precious
stones we had an opportunity to examine
a new lilac colored spodumene which re-
sponded to the action of the radium with
great brilliancy. This is an entirely new
gem belonging to the Hiddenite specie,
and was named Kunzite by myself after
my friend. Dr. Kunz, who has obtained
great eminence in America and abroad
as a gem expert. Dr. Rosenheim in Ger-
many examined a few diamonds with ra-
dium and I have referred to the w\>rk of
Dr. Krunz and myself. The response to
the emanations of radium is not a final
test of the best grade diamonds. Some
very fine stones did not respond to its ac-
tion at all or but feebly; yet certain dia-
monds containing flaws respond as strong-

ly as a first-water gem. I have only men-
tioned one phase of our investigations
which had to do with the action of ultra-
violet light upon about 13,000 minerals
as well.”

“Are there any practical uses to which
this radium and its compounds may be
put?”

“The discovery of substances possessing
such marvelous properties naturally pro-
voked the imagination of scientific and
practical men. Many experiments have
already been inaugurated looking towara
their utilization.

“Shortly after the improvement of the
apparatus for the generation of X-rays it
was thought that cancer might be treated
successfully with them. I am not suf-
ficiently posted on medical literature to
state if the treatment was suece>sful, but

lam inclined to think it was not. One of
the practical difficulties was to bring the
rays in direct contact with the diseased
surface. The rays are generated by using
a largp tube about half the size of a

Continued on Tenth Page.)

NOT BILOWTEN CENTS
Mr. Ashley Horne’s Advice on

Cotton Situation.

Don’t Sell Too Qj’ck but Hold Your Cotton for

Consumption Has Gene Beyond

Production.
To the Editor:—l desire to answer

some recent correspondence from farm-

ers and others asking mv views relative
to the cotton crop and its probable rul-
ing price for the coming season.

This is a problem that only time can
solve, but by combining many opinions
may enable the reader to be benefitted.
This is an unusual crop. What usually
occurs in August is now being realized
iii September, because the crop is two
to three weeks late. It is not my ex-
perience ever to get a full output from
any crop two to three weeks late.

The last bureau report was, in my opin-
ion, too high. I predict the next to he
less and continue to lessen to the end
of the season, and that the crop will con-
tinue to a detfepiorqltion exclusive of
the damage of frost even at an average
date, which will catch a large part of the
crop and a larger part than ever before.
General deterioration in the crop now
seems to be going on from one end of
the cotton belt to the other. It is the
lint production per acre rather than the
extent of acreage which makes the crop.

Now with an intimate knowledge of the
cctton crop conditions at this season of
the year, I venture the prediction that
with the present unfavorable conditions
so far as rust and shedding, boll weeVilx,
dry weather, etc., the cotton crop of the
season of 1903-04 beginning on Ihe Ist.
inst., may prove to he a very moderate
cne, not exceeding eleven million bales.
What is the world’s consumption? Not
less than eleven and a half million bales,
and will be more for. the next twelve
months than ever before on account of our
last year’s shortage and the world's
progress.

For the last thirty years up to January,
1(03, Liverpool seems to have named the
price of cotton for the world. Since
ar.uary, 1903, Wall Street and New Or-
leans, being nearer the cotton fields,
learned the weight of the crop and seem
to have taken the swing, now “here she
goes, there she goes.” What is the mujt-

i ter with cotton? Who ever heard since
the days of Reconstruction of thirteen
and fourteen cent cotton, sixty dollars
per bale? What does it mean? It means
simply that one more time in the his-
tory of the cotton planters of the South

consumption has gone beyond their
production. This is confirmed, for it seems
like thirteen and fourteen cents would
have brought out the last bale in the
woods. It seems to me, so far as the
present crop of cotton is concerned, the
farmers hold the balance of power and
are in a position to take the place of
Wall Street and New Orleans and name
the price of cotton for some time to
come. You are up to a good proposition,
farmers, provided you are capable of
managing it.

I recommend selling your crop slowly
down to ten cents, then wait till you can
be better informed as to the size of the
crop. Would not hurry my crop on the
market after it gets under ten cents. As
I see it now, you are in a position to
control the profits of your own labor.
Don't get frightened should Mr. Neil and
his associates come out with a twelve
million bale crop. They have interests
to serve. Wall Street speculators deal in
margins and swing from one side to the

ether. It matters but little with them

whether cotton is higli or low, provided
4 hey see your crop is too big to cor-
ner.

The world "wants your cotton and will
want it bad. They know your crop will
not exceed last year’s crop, and they
know your last year’s crop stopped their
spindles nearly sixty days, and cotton
jumped from eight to thirteen and a half
cents. This experience is too fresh and
unpleasant on their minds to be caught
the second time, therefore they will buy
your crop more rapidly than ever be-
fore.

I admit this is early for any one to
give out an opinion for the future upon
a problem that so agitates the world,

and I may be wrong but want to warn
you of the position I think you hold.
My interest cannot be a selfish one as I
am on both sides—farmer and manufac-
turer—but mostly a farmer. I *hare their
loss and gain. My predictions may be
misleading, do yoqr own thinking.

ASHLEY HORNE.
Clayton, N. C„ Sept. 19, 1903.

Faced Enemy Without Cartridges.
Speaking of the seventeenth of Septem-

ber and the Battle of Sharpsburg, Editor
Lcndon says in the Chatham Record;

“Today is the forty-first anniversary of
the Battle of Sharpsburg, which was
feught in Maryland on the 17th of Sep-
tember, 1562. It was one of the most
desperate battles of the war. both armies
displaying heroic courage. General Lee's
report say» that he had less than 40,000
men in that battle, while General Mc-
Clellan (who commanded the Union army)
stated in his official report that he had
87,164 men.

“Although so greatly outnumbered the
Confederates successfully resisted the re-
peated assaults of the Union troops, and
remained in pos.-ession of their fines all
next day awaiting a renewal of the battle.
In this battle North Carolina lost many
of her best and bravest sons. Among
them two of her generals, General George
B. Anderson and General L. O’B. Branch.
In this batlle occurred an extraordinary
act of sublime heroism, the 27th North
Carolina Regiment standing in serried
ranks and with unflinching courage to
withstand the enemy’s charge without a ,
cartridge."

A NOTE OFJWARNING
Let the Negro Race Beware

of Danger Lina

“The Patience and Forbearance of the White

Race Cannot Last for-
ever,”

To the Editor: The disgraceful happen-

ings of this State, the rape-murderer at

Weldon, negro socialism at Hamlet, the

outgrowth of the same underlying prin-

ciple, the one in a lesser degree, makes

these hot days intensely hotter, and the

only escape from explosion is to open

your steam-valve, and voice your feel-
ings.

Last week’s vandalism, coupled with its
socialistic exhibition, should be enough;
a full warning to North Carolina of com-
ing events; taxation without representa-

tion, the right of secession were trifles
compared with existing conditions to-

day; the blood of the Anglo-Saxon still
circulates freely in. the veins of their sons,
and equally ready, if needs be, to pour

out as a libation in defense of their race.
Appomattox forever sealed the indis-

solubility and Union of the States, under

one Federal Government. The old Hamil-
ton Whig or Federal policy “E pluribus
unum,” is now the accepted watchword of
each sovereign State: This was consecrat-

ed and made sacred by the blood which
flowed as a river from 1861 to 1865-

It did not settle, however, the status
of the negro race, nor has the conscien-
tious, though false philanthropy of the
North, though aided by the incarnation
of deviltry, instigated by an intense,
cowardly hatred of the South, which
belched forth through the National Con-
gress, amendments to the Constitution,
unsurpassed in its hellish purpose by

any edict ever issued from throne or

church in (he darkest ages.
There is no negro problem to solve,

more than has confronted the civilization
of the world for the last two hundred
years; barbarians in Africa, semi-civilized
in America, English-American protector-
ate in Liberia, sovereign in Santo Do-
mingo for nearly two centuries; what are
the results? The answer has been given
by writers from nearly every civilized
country, not excepting the North itself;
yet this government in an hour of mad-

ness, of malicious insanity vested this
race with political privileges which holds
the balance of power in nearly one-half
of the States in the Union, which has

been played for all it was worth to the

detriment of the negro and the common
interest of all.

As the fruits of this abortive policy,

abnormal in its every feature, we are in-

debted to the Republican party for the
ever-recurring and increasing crimes of
rape and murder. That party is justly
arraigned and charged with these crimes,
because they created the opportunity and
by instilling false ideas into their minds,
excited them to create this condition of

thing*, of which otherwise under normal
and better influences they would have
been innocent. The impelling motive to
rape is allied with other features easily

discernible. Denote it not as a passion

absolutely, but a race desire, ambition,
aspiration inculcated by a false hypocri-

tical Republican policy, and that party is

answerable to God for the malice which
worked and brought on such a state of
things as now confront us. This same
principle of socialism in a minor degree
is exemplified whenever and wherever
opportunity offers —on your railroads,
hotels, whenever admissible. This is no

creation of nature, but one of spite and
phlegm; which legislated the opportunity,
violating some natural law, regarding
this race since known to human history;

revealed prophecy may not be accepted,
but profane history attests it.

No legislation has been yet able to
cope with it, because not regulated in ac-
cordance with the spirit of the controlling

race and the needs of the inferior; but

by a blind irresponsible i-eory which
might destroy the Anglo-Saxon, but never
evolve an amalgamted homogeneous peo-
ple; the declaration of Fred Douglas may

be true, and the negro Washington is but
Douglas in disguise, despite his profes-
sions of manual training and other con-
servative talk. But there is a “thus far

shalt thou go and no further,” which the
best element of the negro race should
recognize, else the responsibility will be:
laid and neither law or police can stay j
the crushing progress of civilzation over

barbarism.
In a manner the solution of this mat-

ter has been relegated to the State. Both
the Federal and Supreme courts are at
sea, and the Navy is in hot water, and

discards the negro sailor, does not suit
naval comity, probably in foreign ports

and waters, the “Grand Old Patty can

not enforce its equality views there, with-

out a friction, it is wise to a\oid, and
still wiser to give up at home.

North Carolina cannot take any step

backward, but must take several for-
ward. Public opinion, matured judgment,

is law, and if some provision is not enact-

ed into law by legislative action, in ac-

cordance with its spirit, to turn back

this tide of crime, and social innovation

in public places, down it will go between

the upper and nether mill stor.o of Cau-

casian force, and no power can stay it.

It will be settled in North Carolina and

settled forever. Shall it be when a dozen

of our helpless girls shall ha\e fallen vic-

tims to brutal vengeance and pass,on? :
shall it be when a hundred a thousand j
have felt the cruel clinch of a brute a

thousand fathers and mothers given a life

of inconceivable sorrow-and gnet? already

thev stand, as sentinels at their hearth-

stones to protect the virtue of their wives

and loved ones. The farmer ... the field;

awaiting their return, such m part, ,sj

fast becoming the conditions of things

within her borders.
We are, and always have been the

friends of the negro. We wish them
well, and will treat them well, but we
warn them of the danger line—the “fiat”

has gone forth, that. North Carolina from
her mountains to her ocean is white, and

she is prepared and determined to main-
tain it. There is a chasm to pass which

is (leatn. The patience and forbearance
of the white race cannot last forever.
Unless stopped, your continued chal-
lenges will be answered. We will put it
down, cost what it may, and justify our
action to the civilized world, by the cause
which inflamed it.

JOHN HALL.
Warrenton, N. C., Sept. 19.

AN OMEN OK ILL.

Ths White Man Who Induces a Negro to Vote

is Sowing Dragon’s Teeth.

To the Editor: The constitutional amend-
ment lias up to the present time done all

that its friends claimed for it. Those who

were its strongest advocates and friends
| while its acceptance or rejection was

pending before the people, contended that
it would eventually eliminate the educat-

well as the uneducated negro from

the sphere of North Carolina politics, be-

cause the former class would constitute
so small a minority that no party would
tolerate the odium of their presence in
its councils for the small benefit to te

derived from their votes. The negro,
himself, it was confidently predicted,
w-ould see the hand-writing on the wall
and would cease to interest himself in
politics. All turned out as was predicted.
The very first Republican State Conven-
tion held after the amendment was adopt-
ed saw the negroes practically expelled.

At the succeeding election there were
scarcely a corporal’s guard of them at

the polls. It was better for them and
better for the State. Whether or not the
Republican party will live up to its pro-
fession remains to be seen. At any rate it
should be given a chance to do so. If
they will not tolerate him, the negro has
no political home and will drop out of
politics through the force of public opinion
and not because he is denied any right
under the Constitution. There is but one
danger to the amendment at present-
That, though a cloud now no larger than

a man's hand may develop into a mighty
tempest that will uproot and destroy all
the good accomplished by the political
struggle of 1900.

I refer to a disposition that has been
seen in some quarters to register negroes
in purely local elections. There has been
very little of it so far, but the movement

[small as it is, contains boundless possi-
bilities of evil. In a fiercely contested

election it is easy for good men to lose
sight of the future in their anxiety for
present victory. The nfcroes should be
left severely alone and no encouragement
should be held out to them to register, rc
gardless of the election to be decided or
the issues involved-

If the amendment means nothing more
for the future than an educational quali-

j fication for suffrage, it was nothing but a
| palliative, a temporary expedient. “They
have healed the hurt of ’aughter of
my people slightly.” The negro's unfit-
ness for suffrage is basic.* It goes deeper
than intellectual blindness. He is barred
for the present and will be barred for the
future by moral obtuseness which exists
regardless of education. If the negro is to
marshal his educated strength at the polls
in the future, the people of No*-s h Cpto'v

will find themselves hemmed in by three
| dreadful alternatives. The negro wall once
more throw his united strength to the
Republican party, thus producing all the
evils from which we have escaped. Or.
he may divide his strength between the
poltical parties in which event the negro
vote wjll be on the market and we shall
witness an orgy of corruption with which
the slums of Philadelphia are not to be
compared. Or else, the negro vote willor-
ganize to be thrown to either political par-
ty, which would be the greatest evil of
all.

If the highest good is to be obtained
from the amendment, the plain truth is
that public opinion should teach the negro,
educated or uneducated, that his place is
'not at the polls. It is worthy of note that

! the Republican party in the last election
upon a profession of white supremacy in
which few- had any confidence and not-
withstanding their unenviable record with
reference to the negro, polled twenty five
thousand more white votes than had ever
before been conceded to them. The negro
should be given all his rights under the
law-. The man who attempts to introduce
the abominable practice of peonage should
receive the severest punishment. I have
no reason to believe that it lias ever been
practiced in the State, but if it has. every
law-abiding citizen should set his face
like a flint against it. But the fact re-
mains that the place for the negro i.;
not at the polls, and the white bian, how-
ever honest, who induces him to vote at
any kind of an election is sowing dragon’s
teeth.

THOS. M. HUFHAM.

Reflection of a Bachelor.

(From the New York Press.)
Next to having a pearl necklace herself,

a woman gets the most joy out of her
best friend not having one.

When a woman is not jealous about a
man she loves it is because he is sick
abed, where he can’t see anybody.

What makes a woman speciallj- happy
is to do something for love’s sake that
she would be ashamed to do for duty’s.

You can tell a girl who isn’t engaged
by the way she pretends to be and a
man who is by the way he pretends not
to be.

It is hard to make some people under-

si and that you can’t pour water into an
income as you can, into a teapot, to
make it go further.

A young man .seldom realizes how dear
his best girl is until he goe- broke trying
to make her wishes come true.


